
Modo gives the customers access to the world of Payment Service Providers (PSP) and local payment methods through a single 
connection to Modo’s “/Checkout” solution. Merchants can flexibly and quickly deploy a payments stack by turning on and off 
providers with the click of a button - no more long and expensive integration cycles. Modo enables testing for new payment methods 
allowing clients to see which ones are right for the business and its customers. And Modo’s value doesn’t end at connections, Modo 
allows for streamlined settlement, reconciliation, reporting, and insights across the entirety of the payments operations. The merchant 
can focus on growth and the bottom line, and Modo automates their payments stack. 

Easier management of payment providers
Toggle connections to payment service 
providers and payment methods with the 
click of a button.  

Price optimization
Choose from multiple PSPs to route 
transactions based on factors like price, speed 
and likelihood of transaction acceptance.

Improve security and compliance
Offload your PCI scope, PII, and regulatory 
concerns with Modo's bank-grade secure vault.

Faster orchestration of transactions
Utilize a ledgering system to control 
accounting, communication, state, and 
security of transactions. 

Benefits
"/Checkout” includes Modo’s tenant portal where clients are able to manage and gain insights about their payments operations in a single 
location

Large retail merchants must maintain infrastructure to power global payments acceptance in the markets they serve. There are 
two key areas driving cost for these merchants: Technology teams must connect to various disparate Payments Services Providers 
(PSPs), and their finance and treasury teams have to deal with convoluted settlement, reconciliation, and exception processes
across all these providers. As the payments landscape continues to grow and new regulatory requirements are mandated, these 
typical challenge areas are compounded by the need to add new players like Venmo, Alipay and Klarna.

Optimize your payments stack with “/Checkout”

Modo ”/Checkout” on AWS

Challenges
Payments operations are a tangled mess

The Modo Solution on AWS
“/Checkout” provides access to Modo’s marketplace for 
interoperability
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Features

Modo on AWS
Modo’s “/Checkout” product leverages Amazon Web Services (AWS) services such as: Multiple Virtual Private Clouds (VPCs) and Availability 
Zones (AZs) are used to ensure redundancy and resiliency globally; Sensitive data including personally identifiable information (PII), 
payment card industry (PCI) data, non-public information, confidential information, and key external credentials are stored and encrypted 
at rest within a proprietary database managing cryptographic functions; User identity as well as AWS accounts are managed via the AWS 
Identity and Account Management (IAM) service. Within these services there are additional layers of authorization and authentication for 
all services; Highly automated environment using an extensive set of AWS CloudFormation scripts to affect Modo’s infrastructure-as-code 
approach to infrastructure deployment and maintenance. Modo is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Technology Partner and has 
achieved the AWS Financial Services Competency

Get started with Modo solutions on AWS
Contact Modo for further information

Case Study: 14W – A global provider of digital content

Modo on AWS  |  Optimize Your Payments Stack with “/Checkout “

Interoperability with payment schemes
The dynamic ability to add, remove, swap or combine any payment scheme regardless of differences in 
semantics, syntax, structure and standard, means that Modo’s platform (built on AWS) drives efficiency 
for the customer. This translates to lower costs, faster time to market as a client expands, and the 
ability to accept customers’ preferred local method of payment so revenues seamlessly flow in.

Orchestration for secure exchange of data
Orchestration is a critical feature of a merchant’s technology stack for handling the secure exchange of 
data, as well as managing workflow, across payments, fraud and back-end systems. ”/Checkout” 
enables any client to connect via a single API and then access a multitude of providers. Modo serves as 
a next generation combo of a switch-hub-gateway that makes clients capable of integrating and 
orchestrating sophisticated systems for optimizing their global payments needs.

Challenges
14W operates a growing payment stack 
processing billions of dollars in volume 
across multiple PSPs in various global 
markets. As they continued expanding into 
new markets, 14W was facing high costs to 
continue to maintain their payments stack 
internally. 

Solution
Modo removed the complexity of building 
and expanding the 14W payments stack. 
With one connection to Modo, 14W now 
has access to the global payment providers 
they need without having to build and 

maintain their stack in-house.

Results
Reduced costs + 14W now can add or swap any 
of their respective systems from back-end to 
front. They enjoy the flexibility of a digital cloud-
based platform that reduces manual processes, 
and extensibility allowing for global expansion 
while focusing on their core business vs. dealing 
with payments complexity.
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